1. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The evolution of conservation theory and practice can be a slow progression or a sudden leap. In the case of Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawings at the Yale University Art Gallery, it is the latter. Therefore, a quick review of wall paintings in the Art Gallery’s collections and the relatively standard conservation practices for these works allows a better understanding of current and future approaches to LeWitt’s ephemeral artworks.

1.1 WALL PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS OVERVIEW

Among the oldest wall paintings in the Art Gallery’s collections are Egyptian fragments dating to the second millennium BC and the once-polychromed Assyrian wall reliefs, dating from 883 to 859 BC, from the Palace of Ashurnasirpal II, Nimrud, now Iraq. The Assyrian reliefs with inscriptions were recently examined using visible-induced luminescence digital photography in a collaborative project with conservation scientist Jens Stenger and Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations PhD candidate Shiyanthi Thavapalan, who is studying Mesopotamian ideas of color (Salas 2014). The palace wall reliefs that remained in situ at Nimrud have tragically fallen victim to the abhorrent acts of Islamic State militants (Danti et al. 2015), thus increasing the importance of the Art Gallery reliefs.

The Art Gallery is renowned for its collection of ancient wall paintings from the Greek, Parthian, and Roman site of Dura-Europos in modern-day Syria. In addition to a wide range of artifacts, the joint excavations by Yale University and the French Academy of Letters between 1928 and 1937 yielded many significant wall paintings and drawings, including military graffiti, representing multicultural and polytheistic traditions. At the time of excavation, Dura wall paintings were backed with plaster, wood, and hemp. A comparison of their relative states of preservation found that the paintings left on these field backings, including the Synagogue paintings in the Damascus National Museum, are better preserved than paintings that were transferred to fiberglass backings (Snow 2011).

Art Gallery collections also include wall paintings and drawings from 15th century Europe and China. New installations include late 19th century wall and ceiling paintings in the Department of American Painting and Sculpture. Installation of the first Sol LeWitt Wall Drawing was done as part of the Art Gallery’s 2006 renovations of the 1953 Louis Kahn building. That drawing is the focal point of the lobby and receives significant visitor traffic (fig. 1).
1.2 TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO CONSERVATION OF WALL PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS

As with all other disciplines in conservation, treatments of wall paintings range from minimally interventive to structural transfers. Significant developments arose in wall painting conservation after the 1966 Florence floods when “Mud Angels” worked to save frescoes (Spande 2009). The Opificio delle Pietre Dure (OPD) continues to research and teach new techniques in conservation of mural paintings. The Courtauld Institute of Art, University of London, offers a three-year MA program that covers topics such as documentation, technology, materials, environment, cleaning and consolidation, passive and remedial intervention, fieldwork, and research.

With the arrival in 2008 of a new team of conservators at the Yale University Art Gallery, and during the extensive conservation campaigns done for reinstallations in the renovated gallery spaces for a 2012 reopening, treatment of wall paintings and drawings were divided among object and painting conservators. Ancient wall paintings and drawings were assigned to object conservators, whereas ceiling paintings and wall lunettes on canvas were assigned to painting conservators. Various structural systems were used, including new linings and honeycomb aluminum panels.

The 2006 Sol LeWitt Wall Drawing remained something of an anomaly. When it was damaged by floor polishers or nicked by caterers, who would do the repairs? When it was inadvertently spattered with wine or leaned on by visitors, who would do the surface cleaning? A painting conservator? An object conservator?
1.3 NEW DIRECTIONS AT YALE

In 2012, conservation science was brought to Yale through the establishment of the Technical Studies Laboratory, followed soon after by the move of the Art Conservation Research Laboratory from Carnegie Mellon University to Yale, where it is now known as the Aging Diagnostics Laboratory. Both of these labs have become a part of the Institute for the Preservation of Cultural Heritage (IPCH). A new, shared Conservation Laboratory and Digitization Laboratory are also part of IPCH.

In 2013, Art Gallery director Jock Reynolds enthusiastically reported to the Conservation Department that he was creating a position for a conservator of Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawings. Painting and object conservators responded by asking: a Sol LeWitt conservator—does this make any sense? What would this person do? Where would she or he work? Generous funding was received to endow the position of the Mary Jo and Ted Shen Installations Director and Archivist for Sol LeWitt Wall Drawings. This position has expanded traditional concepts of conservation and how we collaborate across disciplines to rethink the confines of movable and immovable works of art.

2. SOL LEWITT WALL DRAWINGS

Sol LeWitt is considered a seminal figure in the movement that became known as Conceptual Art. In 1969, he was asked to participate in a benefit exhibition at the Paula Cooper Gallery for “Students against the war in Viet Nam.” His contribution was a work drawn directly on the wall in graphite based on serial combinations of lines in four directions: 1 Vertical, 2 Horizontal, 3 Diagonal Right, and 4 Diagonal Left.

Upon completion of the exhibition, when asked by Paula Cooper what to do with the drawing, he said, “paint it out.” This began his 38-year-long exploration that created more than 1,300 wall-based works exploring language and systems-based decisions made in advance and executed according to the parameters for each work; he named the works “Wall Drawings.” This avoided the historical reference of murals and recognized the source point of works that were in conception drawn.

LeWitt made a decision shortly later in 1969 with Wall Drawing #3 to no longer execute the drawings himself. His position was a logical conclusion and proof of the concept as art to have others entirely install the work, thereby eliminating the norm of the artist’s hand as essential and precious as a moment in time.

He further supported this approach with the implementation of certificates for each Wall Drawing, as each was created with an accompanying diagram. They are language- or reductively based images of the essence of the work’s content. The certificate and diagrams became the economic vehicle and documentation of each Wall Drawing, listing the individual draftspersons who executed the work the first time (fig. 2).

LeWitt’s position was that there was an essential symbiosis between the idea and the execution of the work. The concept idea stood alone, but to complete its essence it required realization. However, the realization need not be permanent; the idea had pre-eminence as a repeatable concept not fixed in time or place. Often this structure has been compared to musical compositions—that is, the work is conceived by the artist/composer and then performed by others but is in essence and reality the work of the artist who creates the original concept of the work. When the composition is not followed in execution, it becomes improvisation and the work of that individual, denying the formative concept of the work and the artist’s intention.

The certificate and diagrams are the “object” aspect of the work and may in fact require traditional paper conservation. These documents are not replaceable; if lost or destroyed, the work is lost. The documents added the further structure of proper authorship/ownership and were a solution to the question of un-authorized copying based on access to the instructions for any given work.
LeWitt was emphatic that the documents were not replaceable, and the Sol LeWitt Estate continues to support this position.

LeWitt wrote at length on his working position with his “Paragraphs and Sentences on Conceptual Art,” which is often quoted as a foundation in the Conceptual Art Movement (Zevi 1995). He also wrote his thoughts about aspects inherent to the qualities and execution of the early Wall Drawings that involved basic skill groups and understanding of the processes. Over the next 38 years his explorations of the ideas came to the use of other materials and processes. Individuals with basic skills and the ability to follow the written instructions frequently could install early works. Over time the nature of the work became more demanding in skill groups, and knowledge of processes required a practiced studio draftsperson’s involvement with local assistants for the installations to be within LeWitt’s expectations and concept for the work (LeWitt 2006).

The evolution of the ideas and materials utilized by LeWitt continued to quantify in a manner consistent with the underlying concept, structuring execution methods to remain consistent in realization.

Fig. 2. Certificate example (Courtesy of Yale University Art Gallery)
He asserted the theory of a human but democratic hand in the installation of the work. LeWitt created structured approaches with all systems involved in the installation process. The ink Wall Drawings are based on predetermined color combinations using individual applications of ink process colors. These combinations produce an infinite range of color but remain individual applications of red, yellow, blue, and gray ink upon one another.

All of the materials utilized in his entire body of Wall Drawings have set formulation of materials and specific application and process standards. This systematic approach provides for consistent realization, be it here or in another location across the globe.

2.1 WORKS IN YALE COLLECTIONS

There are 15 LeWitt Wall Drawings on exhibit at the Yale University Art Gallery and promised as future donations from the LeWitt Estate. Of these works, six are placed in semi-permanently installed locations outside the Art Gallery, such as at the Smilow Cancer Center at Yale–New Haven Hospital and at the Yale Campus in Singapore, presenting a somewhat different demand of condition, of proper reporting and conservation. These works, as with many of LeWitt’s Wall Drawings placed in public places, demand a different approach requiring active participation of on-site facilities staff or scheduled condition reports.

When the Wall Drawings are damaged, there is a decision process that determines if minor treatments are practical or if simply reinstalling the work is called for. When the works are outside Art Gallery collections, responsible conservators should contact the Archive/Estate and determine through dialogue if minor treatments utilizing the correct formulas, color combinations, and process information from the reference working diagrams are possible or if a complete reinstallation is appropriate, given the time required and desired result. Frequently, because local artists have assisted in the installation, they are of value both for their knowledge and ability to perform minor treatments cost-effectively. In all cases it is the responsible and practical approach that the Archive be contacted to make the determination of what is the most efficient solution. That said, many of the mediums are not practical to treat, and it is simply best to reinstall the damaged area if possible or the entire Wall Drawing if called for to maintain the integrity of the work. There are no costs involved for this assistance; if reinstallation is called for, only the direct costs of the studio draftsman’s labor and materials are incurred. Neither the LeWitt Estate nor Yale University Art Gallery have any financial involvement and only seek to maintain LeWitt’s standards of realization and condition.

On a few occasions conservators who were not familiar with LeWitt’s conceptual approach and the nature of process have not contacted the Archive/Estate and instead attempted to treat Wall Drawings utilizing a traditional approach, creating a less than desired result. This type of approach is not only costly but also contrary to the nature of the work.

2.2 MASS MOCA

Sol LeWitt, in conversation with Jock Reynolds, determined that a reference exhibition would be of value for the Wall Drawings to continue to be properly installed after LeWitt’s death. LeWitt made a promised gift of a large number of Wall Drawings to the Art Gallery with the understanding that a long-term museum exhibition would be created, presenting the work in a historical time line. The Art Gallery, in cooperation with the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (MASS MoCA), raised funds to renovate one of the buildings at MASS MoCA and create the “Sol LeWitt Retrospective,” a 25-year-long exhibition. LeWitt determined the works and placement for the exhibition. The exhibition opened in 2008, a year after LeWitt’s death. It continues to provide an immersive opportunity for the general public, as well as scholars who are focused on LeWitt’s contribution to art history as a seminal figure in the Conceptual Art Movement (fig. 3).
2.3 WALL DRAWING CONSERVATION

As described earlier, it was Sol LeWitt’s intent that his Wall Drawings not be conserved in any traditional manner, such as transferring them to other supports or locations, but rather that they be intentionally destroyed, as seen in figures 4 through 7. They are by LeWitt’s intention repeatable, and works that are “permanently” installed may be loaned and installed simultaneously for exhibitions with fixed duration with the understanding that they be destroyed at the end of the exhibition.

3. SOL LEWITT ARCHIVE AT YALE

The Archive provides controlled access to scholars. It will function as a resource center to the individuals involved in the execution of the Wall Drawings. It is located in the Yale West Campus Collection Studies Center, which incorporates a new conservation laboratory and provides access to a multifaceted spectrum of conservation disciplines. The addition of the LeWitt materials provides another dimension to the growing concern of addressing new issues and theoretical approaches to the field. LeWitt is but one example of an artist whose practice is in many aspects outside the norm of conservation. Creating the archive of his work at Yale is an initial step in what is rapidly becoming a widening field of concerns as more contemporary art utilizes ephemeral practices and media in addition to theoretical ones in the creation of art.

The responsibilities of the Archive in this environment will include:

• Creation of a comprehensive set of archival reference samples of all materials, wall preparations, formulas, and process standards.
• Creation of an analog and digital record of all hand skills involved in the execution of the work.
• The provision of scaling parameters or scaled working plans for Wall Drawings where scale is not predetermined in the original conception for the Wall Drawing.
• The provision of logistical support for installations requiring the supervision of draftspersons trained in the processes and standards involved in the execution of the works. Prior to his death, LeWitt reviewed the Wall Drawings and indicated which required the supervision and involvement of trained draftspersons and which did not.

• Maintenance of material standards and formulas when current products are discontinued to conform to the original application process for each medium. To date this has been addressed for two of the materials utilized: (1) the original inks for the ink drawings were discontinued, new formulas were developed that would conform to the installation process and match the color and surface qualities of the original work as conceived, and (2) the 2-mm color leads used for the color pencil drawings were discontinued and are now manufactured for the Estate to facilitate the installation of those drawings.

• Training of draftspersons in the proper use of materials and the standards for installation and conceptual aspects of the work as LeWitt intended.

• The provision of access and information for researchers to historical and related process materials.
4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Conservation of Sol LeWitt’s Wall Drawings is an evolutionary process based on how the information can go forward in time, maintaining a knowledge base that provides the information required to properly execute the Wall Drawings. It is essential that new individuals be trained in the skills involved and in an understanding of the conceptual root of each work. Research is already well under way for a historically accurate catalogue raisonné, which is scheduled for digital publication in 2016 by Artifex Press and later as a multivolume book by Yale University Press. This will become a reference document of the realization of each drawing. It will contain photographs of the work installed in its original location, names of the original draftsperson’s materials, dates of conception and realization, and any related notes of importance. The digital format will continue to record new installations and their related documentation, as well as related historical documents, catalogs, films, and critical material. A materials and methods section will be added to the digital record at the Archive for each Wall Drawing, indicating installation specifics required, skill groups involved, materials, scaling parameters, and type of wall preparation information required to execute the work properly. With the development of future technology, new systems will update all digital files to conform to new standards. This will be maintained as part of the LeWitt Wall Drawing Archive at Yale.

Collaborative research will continue with conservators and conservation scientists to find practical solutions for materials that are no longer manufactured or that are determined to be unhealthy and/or unstable. Although it may seem ironic that ephemeral works of art require materials that can last, a goal in the execution of the artwork is that it be done to the highest standards with safe and stable materials.
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